## Media Start List

**Women's Double Sculls**

**Race 81**

**Start Time: 17:55**

### World Cup Best Time: NZL DONOHUE Brooke / LOE Olivia Poznan (POL) 2017 World Cup, 6:39.13

### World Best Time: AUS ALDERSEY Olympia / KEHOE Sally Amsterdam (NED) 2014 World Championships, 6:37.31

### World Cup Winner 2018: NED de JONG Roos / SCHEENAARD Lisa World Cup, 18.00

### Lane | Ctry Code | Name 1 | Name 2 | Date of Birth 1 | Date of Birth 2
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | EST | ALTTOA Grete | JAANSON Greta | 30 DEC 2000 | 05 JUN 2000
2 | GBR | SIDDORN Ruth | BRAYSHAW Georgie | 09 MAR 1996 | 14 OCT 1993
3 | ITA1 | BUTTIGNON Stefania | GOBBI Stefania | 07 JUL 1997 | 13 APR 1995
4 | GER2 | SCHULTZE Daniela | GREITEN Pia | 03 NOV 1990 | 18 FEB 1997
5 | CUB | HERNANDEZ DELGADO Aimee | COBAS GARCIA Yariulvis | 18 OCT 1992 | 18 AUG 1990

### Progression System: 1-2 to Semifinal A/B, 3 to Final C, 4 to Final C or Final D, Remaining Crews to Final D (1-2->SA/B, 3->FC, 4->FC or FD, 5..->FD)

### Legend:
- b: bow
- s: stroke
- R: Repechage
- S: Semifinal
- F: Final
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